
Newport 
Series.



Casual elegance, 
muted tones
Originally inspired by the affluent coastal villages of 
New York’s Long Island, the Newport series offers the 
casual sophistication epitomized by the ‘Hamptons 
style’. With a segmented grid tastefully overlaid on 
the top section of the pane (available in a single or 
double row), Newport offers an unobstructed view 
through the majority of the glass. It lets natural light 
in and captures the spacious ambience of life on the 
coast—even in the heart of the city.

Newport’s tastefully minimalist style is suited to 
neutral palettes of soothing grey, navy and duck-egg 
blue, and can be beautifully offset by warm bursts of 
timber. It’s classic, casual and effortlessly elegant, 
and is best paired with similarly timeless pieces, rather 
than cutting edge modern design elements. Stick 
with a pared-back aesthetic and bring the relaxed 
coastal atmosphere of holidays into the home.

Horizontal bars are applied at a set distance from the top of the 
window, regardless of the sash type, to ensure bar alignment across 
a whole product. We recommend selecting all Wideline Sashes to 
achieve the best look. 

Please consider other nearby products, as they may need to be 
customised if you wish for all bars to align. Standard bar positioning 
on doors differs from windows to allow for the thicker aluminium 
sections, which take up more of the glass area. 

Please discuss your specification with an A&L sales representative  
to ensure your desired aesthetic can be achieved.

Please Note

Newport Series.
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Illustration of a 1372mm high awning window.

Newport Series - Single

Newport Series - Double
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